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The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
Volume XCV, Issue 2

Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor
Though the world as we
know it came crashing down
around us 13 years ago, the
tragedy of that infamous
day will live on in our minds,
hearts and souls forever.
With most of us having
been too young to recall the
events of such a tragic day
in our country’s history, we
are often unable to find the
right words to describe exactly what happened.
Although memories of
the day’s events tend to
differ between individuals
based on location, age and
community, there is certainly a trend across the board:
everyone has a story.
“I was coming home from
school and I remember seeing it on TV over and over.
It was very vivid for a kid,”
shared Morgan Taylor, a
sophomore Communication
and Media major. “At that
time, I lived on an Army
base and I really remember
the sound of the fighter jets
flying overhead.”
“I was in the second
grade - that’s still pretty
young,” said Kelly Kinger,
a junior Psychology and
Chid Avocacy major. “The
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Gone but Not Forgotten

The Tribute in Light on Sept. 11, 2011, the attacks’ 10th anniversary.

TV in the classroom was on
and my friends were being
pulled out of school.”
By simply asking the
question, each and every one
of us is able to recite a script
we have been rehearsing for
the last 13 years – one that
we will continue to share.
As the last generation
to be able to recall the day
despite the exclusion of a
few major details, we have
become a part of history, left
our mark on the past and

promised hope to all those
following in our footsteps.
“Tonight, I ask for your
prayers for all those who
grieve, for the children whose
worlds have been shattered,
for all those whose sense of
safety and security has been
threatened,” said President
George W. Bush.
Even in our most vulnerable state, Bush called for
each and every member of
the American public to pull
together for hope of the fu-

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.com.

ture – a future that would
not have been possible without the perseverance of a
nearly defeated country.
On this day, over a decade
later, we still do the same.
Looking high into the
sky where the beloved Twin
Towers once stood, another
era of world trade has been
built high into the New York
City skyline.
Standing tall for the entire world to see, the Freedom Tower has become our

new hope for the future –
prosperity, even in the face
of adversity.
With today being the
13th anniversary of the infamous day, Montclair State
is taking its own steps to remember the those who lost
their lives that day.
At the times at which
the planes crashed into the
World Trade Center on the
morning on 9/11, the College
Hall carillon played “America the Beautiful” as well as
“Good Bless America.”
In addition to this audible commemoration, the
Department of Campus
Recreation led students on
a Remembrance Hike. Ending at the 9/11 memorial
site overlooking New York
City, it served to recall the
victims of such a tragic day.
Finally, the Sixth Annual
National Day of Service and
Remembrance on Saturday,
Sept. 13 will be a collaboration of students, faculty,
staff and alumni in honoring the heroes of 9/11.
Though Sept. 11 will be a
day that lives forever in our
hearts, the hope we carry for
the future is an attribute of
our country that will always
come out on top.

Inequality
Park Here or There?
Inspires School Changes to parking come to campus for new year
SCM chooses theme for upcoming
academic year
Michael Klein
Staff Writer
The School of Communication and Media has decided this year to create an
academic and inspirational
theme for its students.
The theme will be an
overarching topic for the
students’ projects and a way
for SCM majors to come together to not only potentially do better in school, but to
also bring up conversations
about a topic that has real
political and social weight:
inequality.
“We decided on the theme
of inequality after a faculty
vote,” explained Prof. Steve
Johnson. “Some classes will
be working with the New
Jersey Food bank. Other
professors and students
visited them last week to
discuss ways we can work
together. Other classes may
just do a story about some
aspect of inequality.”
This theme will create a
driving force behind a number of programs and projects
that will be produced by the
school.
“I think inequality is
a topic that has a lot of potential because there are

definitely multiple angles to
look at it from,” said Melanie O’Shea, a junior Television and Digital Media major. “These collaborations
are a great way to bring
[students together towrads]
a common goal and to show
similar stories from all different perspectives.”
But having a singular topic may be a little stifling for
some students.
“My only ‘con’ about the
theme is that I think restricting projects to specific
genres can sometimes limit
the creative freedom of students,” claimed O’Shea.
“Nonetheless, I’m sure our
SCM students will put together some great projects.”
The School of Communication and Media’s assistant
director, Dr. Christine Lemesianou, had a heavy hand
in picking this topic, but it
was ultimately a group effort for the entire department.
“We tried to be very inclusive,” Dr. Lemesianou explained. “We decided to move
forward every year to have a
theme that we could tackle.
We decided on inequality
this year simply because it
Inequality continued on Page 5
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CarParc Diem at sunset.

With the cool weather
marking the beginning
of another school year, it
seems the winds of change
have been blowing through
campus as well.
Though alterations involving various programs
and departments on campus are nonetheless important, there is always one

development that truly hits
home with each and every
student: parking.
“We made as minimal
changes as possible and we
are in a pretty good position
for this academic year,” said
William Fitzpatrick, Executive Director of Facilities’
Logistic Support.
Even with nearly a thousand new students setting
foot on campus this fall semester, there has not been

“as many changes” as in
previous years on behalf of
Parking Services.
“Everything [we do] is
driven to make [parking on
campus] as convenient as
possible for students and
visitors,” said Fitzpatrick.
With this in mind, the
Red Hawk Deck located at
the front of the university
has become a set of spaces
strictly available to those

Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor

Parking continued on Page 5
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Because Japan
Understands
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Pandemonium

‘Scarcity’ Review

When News and
Sports Collide

New network considered as link between
students and university.

The new school year
has brought both new
adventures and challenges to life at MSU,
especially since the
freshman and sophomore classes are
larger than others.

With today being
the 13th anniversary since 9/11, it’s a
perfect time to analyze when news and
sports collide.
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Pelican
Police
Report
On September 5
Student Ambiroix Ramirez,
20, of Perth Amboy, N.J.,
was arrested and charged
with driving while intoxicated, refusal of breath
sample, careless driving,
improper backing, failure
to produce driver ’s license
and underage alcohol consumption for his involvement. The incident occurred outside of Williams
Hall. Ramirez is scheduled
to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
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What’s Up with
the SGA?

Get the inside scoop on the weekly meetings

CALLING
ALL
WRITERS!
News needs
your help.

You can be our next
Staff Writer!
The 2014-2015 SGA Eboard.

Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer
• Mohammad Ramadan has
been appointed as the new
Press Secretary.
• Charity Lombardo has been
appointed as the Director of
Public Relations on the SGA
Media Team.

Photo courtesy of MSU Yearbook

• Jasmine Malloy has been
appointed as Director of
Alumni Relations.
• Catherine Kunkel has been
appointed as the Director of
Recreation and Athletics.
• David Lemus has been appointed Justice, a seat in the
Judicial branch of the SGA.

On September 7
Non-student Denzel Bryant, 21, of Maplewood,
N.J., was arrested on active warrants stemming
from Union County. Bryant is scheduled to appear
in Union Municipal Court.

On September 7
Students Hyemin Park, 20,
of Paramus and Thomas
Pisani, 20, of North Plainfield, N.J., were arrested
and charged with possession of marijuana while
behind the softball field.
Both parties are scheduled
to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.

On September 8
Students Munajj Khan,
18, of Edgewater Park and
Christopher Tricarico, 18,
of Parlin, N.J., were arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana
while in Blanton Hall.
Both parties are scheduled
to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.

On September 10

Photography
Claire Fishman

Student Nicholas Smith,
19, of Emerson, N.J., was
arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana
while in Lot 46. Smith is
scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

E-mail us:
msunews@gmail.com

Non-students Savon Morrison, 21, of Newark, N.J.; Devante Sutton, 18, of Avanel,
N.J.; Antione Fortune, 22,
of Newark, N.J. and Damir
Deutsch, 22, of East Orange,
N.J., were arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia while outside of
Webster Hall. All parties are
scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Anyone who has
information
regarding these
incidents is urged
to call the police
station at T-I-P-S
(8477). All calls are
strictly
confidential.
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Montclair Thinks
SpringLinc

Weekend Shuttle
Finally Arrives

New network considered as link between students and university

NJ Transit train station at MSU.

Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor

Students interact both in person and on social media outside Shmitt Hall.

Kenneth Macri
Staff Writer
SpringLinc enables its
users and institutions to promote themselves within a
centralized network that allows them to connect to both
their personal and educational needs.
Each individual user defines the purpose of the site.
When looking at it through
an educational scope, Montclair State’s Vice President of
Information Technology, Dr.
Ed Chapel, sees the networking site’s true potential and
how it can benefit schools
such as Montclair State.
“The best thing about the
site is that it is restrictive,
in that it does not allow for
propagation of multiple social media sites within the
service for the same entity
(i.e., there can be only one
Montclair State University
site),” said Chapel.
SpringLinc can also ex-

Parking

Continued from page 1

visiting the campus. Whether it is for an event hosted by
a separate entity or a tour
of the campus, visitors can
always count on a spot to be
open in the deck for them.
“We didn’t want visitors
to have no space to park,”
said Ben Omuya, Director of
Parking Services. “We wanted [the deck] to be open.”
Though the new regulation has invited controversy
on behalf of residential students, there is a condition in
their favor.
The new rules apply to
the Red Hawk Deck Monday through Thursday from
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Outside
those times, “[the decks] are
much more accommodating”
as they strive to be “more
flexible for the weekends.”
Following the weekend
trend, commuters have been
invited to park “overnight in
commuter lots and CarParc
Diem” as well as “lots 4 and
5 behind Russ until Sunday
night,” according to Fitzpatrick.
In addition to these
changes, the NJ Transit
Deck has seen an alteration
of its own for the upcoming
academic year – only sophomore students will be able to
purchase parking passes for
the deck.
“It’s all about the numbers,” explained Fitzpatrick.
With the current sophomore
class at the highest number of
enrolled students, Montclair
State has partnered with NJ
Transit to offer these individuals their own location at the
“best price possible.”
Yet, with “more residents
and commuters keeping
[their] cars on campus” and
the number having “grown
over the last few years,” a
challenging time may be on
the horizon.

pand and ease the operation
of a university’s various departments and programs.
Chapel feels “the segregation of in-domain and out-ofdomain content, commentary
and perspectives is very helpful to operating units of the
university that wish to understand perceptions of them
from these vantage points.”
Being that SpringLinc connects its users, not just to
their educational needs, but
allows businesses and other
organizations to connect with
individuals found throughout
the networking conglomerate,
Chapel believes that significant marketing and promotion must go into SpringLinc
to “realize substantial adoption” from institutions such
as Montclair State.
According to Dr. Patrali
Chatterjee, a professor in the
marketing department at
MSU who specializes in social networking, “It is a very
competitive and fragmented

“Within a residential community, there is one thing
that makes it great, one thing
that is a challenge,” shared
Fitzpatrick. For the community at Montclair State, the
fact that there is simply “no
more land” to build onto is
the real test.
Though this is true, there
are other options that fall
into the category of being
“not convenient, but available.” Among these, Lot 60, as
well as those spaces further
away from the central hub of
campus, provides adequate
spaces for student drivers
who are simply searching for
a place to park.
Until the consideration
for new parking decks reaches “the horizon,” the parking
app provided by the school
is an “excellent and convenient way” for students to
park on campus, according to
Omuya.
Utilizing the application,
students are able to see the
number of available spots
in any given lot or parking
deck on campus in real-time.
With a “general overview in
the palm of their hands,” students will be able to minimize
their parking spot search
time drastically.
“We did well last year and
[there wasn’t] a calamity,”
claimed Fitzpatrick, concerning the number of vehicles
rolling onto university roads
for the first days of classes.
“Once the first two weeks
are over, once patterns are
set, the [shuffling for parking] won’t be as noticeable”
and the changes parking services has brought to campus
will surely be founded into
the routine of students as
well.

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.

marketplace making it very
difficult for a new brand to
succeed.”
Chatterjee adds, “If Springlinc is signing up universities and their students, they
can gain critical mass rapidly
if they offer features and content the other SNSs don’t.
My research in this area on
growing a health-based SNS
shows that selection of the
number quality of ‘seeds’ or
initial SNSs users is very
critical for organic growth
and sustainability of its business model.”
The creator of SpringLinc,
Michael Rienzo, a resident
of nearby Bergen County,
established SpringLinc with
his web development team
as a way to enhance the every day life of any individual
or organization by granting
them all exposure to one another via an expanding networking stream.

At the beginning of last
semester, the shuttle services
on campus saw a major upgrade in their appearance as
well as efficiency to students.
Though seemingly impossible, these small buses offer more options to students
as the semester passes by, as
this fall is no exception to the
tradition.
With NJ Transit trains on
the Montclair-Boonton line
halting their services to the
Montclair State campus over
the weekend, residential students often find themselves
left without the hopes of an
adventure for the weekend
ahead.
In the past few weeks,
Transportation Services has
designed as well as implemented a test run of a new
shuttle course designed to
counteract this exact problem: a shuttle to the Bay
Street station in downtown
Montclair, the terminus of
the Montclair-Boonton Line
on weekends.
“Running a shuttle to
Bay Street was the best solu-

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.

tion we could formulate,” explained William Fitzpatrick,
Executive Director of Facilities Logistic Support.
Taking students to and
from this station, the shuttle allows students to either
head into the city for the
day or find another means of
reaching home before Monday morning.
Though “ridership was
light,” the first time the shuttles went out, Fitzpatrick as
well as Ben Omuya, Director
of Parking Services, “expect
that [the new service] will be
successful” based on previous
successes of the department.
Their most recent off-campus success was the Saturday
Shopper Shuttle to Clifton
Commons. Since its introduction three years ago, the
Shopper Shuttle has been in
high demand.
“Once people know [about
the service], we suspect we
will have very robust ridership,” claimed Fitzpatrick.
For a complete list of shuttle times to the Bay Street
station, visit montclair.edu/
facilities/logistic-support/
shuttle-services.

Inequality

Continued from page 1

The new home of the School of Communication and Media.

is such a hot-button issue.
If during the conversations
people find that they can’t fit
in, I would welcome a conversation so we could find a way
to fit in.”
The theme is an open door
for anyone interested in any
form of injustice and inequality in not just our campus
community, our state or our
country, but also on a global
scale.
“It practically impacts everyone’s life. It is something
that has been very hotly debated in a number of arenas,”
says Dr. Lemesianou.
“It’s very open-ended and
invitational.” The school
hopes to work with a number
of partners throughout the
entire academic year, covering and touching upon any
form of inequality.

“We can probe the issues
around inequality. It allows
us to explore some real people’s stories,” she says. “One
person can really make a difference.”
There will be a number
of events, programs and projects happening around campus and in the school that
will continue to start the conversation about inequality.
“We have a large number of
courses and faculty that will
be engaging with the theme,”
says Lemesianou.
“We’re hoping to be able
to bring in other groups on
campus whether they are
academic groups or student
groups.”
There will be film-forums
featuring professionals who
have worked on films and
projects about inequality and

Nicholas Kral |The Montclation

the colloquium series that all
SCM students must attend
will have a focus as well, the
first of which will be taking
place on Oct. 9 about “Race,
Power and Sports.”
This topic brings in a whole
menagerie of ideas and will
hopefully be inspiring students in the School of Communication and Media.
However, all students
throughout the university
value diversity in the highest
regard.
This initiative will imagine
new directions for students
to pursue, create a dialogue
about the many different inequalities in our world and
bring media representation
to the those that need it the
most.
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Jessica Mahmood
Staff Writer
School’s Back, Sweaters are Coming
With summer break being over, it’s time to get ready for the fall fashion transition.
It can be tricky to figure out how to wear your summer pieces as the sunny weather
is coming to an end. I hope this article can help you transition your summer pieces
into autumn.
Skater Skirt
Skirts are easy to transition into fall weather clothing. Skater skirts are perfect for
school. They are comfortable and quick to throw on. Usually, skater skirts are worn
with crop tops for the warmer summer weather. They look best with cropped pieces
since skater skirts are often high-waist. For fall, swap the crop top for a cropped
sweater. To finish off the look, go for Converse shoes. For jewelry, simply add a pair
Denim Short Overalls
Overall shorts were definitely a trend this past summer. Even though they
are one piece, they can be made suitable for autumn. Simply swap a light
short-sleeve or no-sleeve crop top for a long sleeve one. Then, to stay even
warmer, put on a long cardigan. If needed, wear warm leggings or high knee
socks to keep your legs warm. For shoes, to keep the “boho” look of the cardigan, try fringe booties. For accessories, add a headband and stud earrings.

Photo courtesy of us.asos.com
Photo courtesy of Forever 21.com

Photo courtesy of nastygal.com

Photo courtesy of forever21.com

Photo courtesy of swell.com
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Bustier/Crop Tops
You’d think that since summer break is over, bustiers and
crop tops are a thing of the past. Think again! By simply layering a long-sleeve chiffon or mesh top over a crop top, they instantly become more fall-appropriate. In the pairing below, the
bright floral top shows through the chiffon. Therefore, you don’t
have to lose your favorite crop top in the fall months. This top
would also work since the sleeves aren’t translucent, as they
keep you warm when the weather gets cooler. Pair this with colored jeans, black flats and floral earrings to match the top and
you’ll have the perfect back-to-school outfit.

It’s a great fashion talent to know how to transition one season’s
pieces to the next. This means having fewer clothes but also being
able to wear them in tons of different outfits. I hope this article
inspires you to try these ideas with your own clothes.

Photo courtesy of charlotterusse.com

Photo courtesy of shopthatlbd.com

Photo courtesy of Aeropostale

Summer Dress
The beginning of fall is typically the season between summer and
sweater dresses. Modifications like jackets socks, and leggings are
the easiest ways to make summer dresses fall appropriate, as previously stated with the summer skirt. However, it’s best to go with a
solid color rather than a bright floral and a maxi rather than a short
dress if possible. This maxi dress would go perfect with a jean jacket
and Converse shoes. To finish the look, opt for a statement necklace
and a flower crown.

Photo courtesy of revolveclothing.com
Photo courtesy of express.com

Weekly Coffee Review
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Zach Stephans
Contributing Writer

What Do You Know about Finca Pashapa?
I love Counter Culture Coffee. They consistently turn out excellent single origin coffees with a die-hard commitment to quality and sustainability. You know what
else I love about Counter Culture? Direct trade. Forget Starbucks and their “fair trade” nonsense; direct trade is the new, fair and square deal. Direct trade entails
sourcing coffee, well, directly from the source: the farmers. No middlemen, no nonsense. Direct trade is how I know that Roberto Salazar, the farmer and driving
force behind Finca Pashapa, the national treasure of Honduras, is getting my money.

Finca Pashapa is a single origin coffee because it all comes from a single farm, which is the namesake Finca Pashapa. The upside? Finca Pashapa is truly magical and fun to say. The downside? Finca Pashapa is seasonal - but whom am I kidding? That’s not a downside at all for the sake of sustainability. What it means
for you, the reader, is that you will only be able to enjoy the majesty of Finca Pashapa through my poor words; I managed to cop a bag right before it went out of
season. Luckily for you, Finca Pashapa gets better every year, as it is the product of one of Counter Culture’s longest-running partnerships.

Where do I even start with this? I bought a new coffee grinder just so that I could really enjoy single origin coffees this summer. I dropped about $150 on a new
Baratza Encore burr grinder, which I gush about regularly on Twitter. Emboldened by this purchase, I wanted to go for broke on the coffee I would make with it, so
I headed to Counter Culture’s website to peruse the summer offerings. Finca Pashapa caught my eye immediately with its unique flavor profile: stone fruit, syrup
and cane juice. It seems simple, but also utterly confounding: fruitiness, juiciness and rich, varied sweetness in a coffee? Well, I assure you, it is all there.

Photo courtesy of hdwallpapersimage.com

Photo courtesy of dreamstime.com

Photo courtesy of craterridgecoffee.com

My defining experience with Finca Pashapa was a little unorthodox. I like to use a moka pot, which some people call a stovetop espresso maker. Don’t listen to
those people. Espresso is a different beast for a myriad of technical and aesthetic reasons that simply can’t be covered here. The first sip of iced Finca Pashapa was
smooth and full-bodied, with no hint of bitterness or over-extraction. As I took time to process the cup’s flavors, it occurred to me that Finca Pashapa’s “stone fruit”
flavor descriptor was purposefully and beautifully vague. Flavor notes within the lightly syrupy and textured sips ranged from peach to cherry to plum in neat crescendos tempered by the rich sweetness of cane sugar. I was pleased to find a nice undertone of maple syrup lingering beneath the brilliant, juicy fruitiness of the
cup’s body. It’s nothing like the tooth-rotting sweetness of a bargain brand. It instead notes of something deeply and distinctly maple without being overpowering.
Despite its pleasant and surprising nuances, Finca Pashapa is a carefully balanced cup of coffee. Nothing about it is erratic, sharp or out of proportion, which is a
testament to its painstaking and truly organic growing process. Not every coffee can earn a 12-year partnership with Counter Culture and this alone speaks for Finca
Pashapa’s quality in volumes. However, I would say your best bet is to let Finca Pashapa speak for itself.
In every aspect, Finca Pashapa is the real deal. Direct trade and organic aren’t buzzwords for Counter Culture and Roberto Salazar; they’re a deeply rooted philosophy that yields remarkable results. We have a while before the next batch of Finca Pashapa makes an appearance, but I already anticipate it more than graduating. If
you get a chance to buy some, brew it however you like it. If you take care of the technique, Finca Pashapa will take care of the rest. Alternatively, find it in the wild.
I know that Rex and Everyman Espresso in New York brew Counter Culture as well as Grindcore, an all-vegan coffee house in Philadelphia. Look for Finca Pashapa
there this summer. On a side note, you should definitely read more about Roberto Salazar and Finca Pashapa on counterculturecoffee.com.
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The Benefits of Eating Locally Grown Food
Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

Eating locally grown and sourced food has been getting a lot of attention lately. There are many reasons to buy food found in your town’s
local farmers’ market, including benefits to you, the local farmers and the environment. Although these types of markets are generally associated with summer, now is a great time to shop locally, as most farmers’ markets continue well into the fall. We are lucky to be surrounded by
many options to help us shop locally here in the town of Montclair. The Montclair Farmers’ Market is located on Walnut Street at the NJ Transit
Train Station, and runs Saturdays from 8a.m.-2p.m., continuing until Thanksgiving. Another option is the Bloomfield Farmers Market, which is
located on Bloomfield Ave close to 9 State Street (plug that address into your GPS). This runs on Thursdays from 1p.m.-7p.m. continuing until
Oct. 30. Here are some reasons as to why you may want to check out these farmers’ markets and start to eat locally grown food:
By supporting local farmers, you will be helping to protect the environment.
Local farmers often use fewer chemicals than large-scale companies, which can help reduce
the impact these crops are having on the environment. Because the food is locally grown,
farmers also do not have to transport their food hundreds of miles before it gets to you. This
reduction on travel time leads to much less of an impact on the environment as well.

Photo Courtesy of valleywomensclub.com

Photo Courtesy of dreamstime.com
Photo Courtesy of limaesrock.com

Farmers’ markets will help you to eat seasonally.
Eating seasonally means eating fruits and vegetables that are currently in their prime growing
season; this means that this produce is very fresh and does not require any preservatives to be
added to it. This will also help to keep your diet diverse, giving you a variety of nutrients. Because
farmers’ markets are full of fresh-picked items you can be sure that you will find a great variety of
options that will change as the year goes on, making each trip to the market unique and exciting.
As September continues on, farmers’ markets will likely be full of delicious apples, crisp arugula
and beets, all foods that are in season during the fall.
Photo Courtesy of wikipedia.org

You can get to know your food.
One of the best parts of a farmers’ market happens to be the farmers themselves. The people
standing behind each booth are very enthusiastic about their produce and eager to talk to interested buyers. They can tell you exactly how their food was grown and where it came from. They are
great to learn from, and may have lots of tips on how to best prepare and eat their produce. Farmers’ markets are a fun experience full of music, vendors and more, and they help you to enjoy your
produce and feel good about what you are eating.

Eating seasonally and locally can help you save money.
Have you ever noticed how fruits and vegetables at the supermarket can be very expensive when
they are not on sale? This is because they are probably not currently in season, and more money
has to go into the travel cost and preservation of the food. As mentioned earlier, farmers’ markets
showcase whatever is currently in season, and the food does not have to travel very far. This helps
to lead to very reasonable prices on produce, giving those who do not want to spend a lot of money
on healthier foods a great opportunity.
Photo Courtesy of wired.com

Japanese Menswear Coming to America
Zach Stephans
Contributing Writer

Photo Courtesy of Uniglo.com

Right now, the menswear buzz around Uniqlo is an all-sweat collaboration
with Helmut Lang. This is good and just; I would even call it majestic. However, let’s not forget that around this time of year, Uniqlo annually refreshes
its lineup of enduringly stylish and cheap flannels. If you are looking to be
reasonably fresh and comfortable this fall/winter despite financial duress from
your higher education, buy flannel from Uniqlo; otherwise, chances are your
wardrobe will be excessively whack. $19.90-$29.90 is a steal and now they’re
patterned. Thank you, Uniqlo.

Monclarion
Open
House
Wednesday
Sept. 17
Noon-7p.m.
Pizza

Photo Courtesy of Uniglo.com

Photo courtesy of jehovahs-witness.net

Photo Courtesy of Uniglo.com
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Help Wanted

Classifieds

Babysitter wanted 24-32
hours a week to manage 3 kids. 12:308 p.m. Mon, Wed, Thurs. Looking for
a “take charge” person with previous
experience. Non-smoker, fluent in
English. Driving not necessary. Call
Melissa 973-707-7088 or email
Mlisdona@yahoo.com.
PT/After School Nanny wanted for
3 children ages 7,7, & 12. Mon-Fri
2:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving kids to
activities, help with homework, light
cooking for kids dinner & light cleaning/organizing. Call Helen
917-658-6304 or 973-748-0876 or
email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com.
P/T Childcare for 9 yr
old girl. Mon/Tues/Wed - 3 to 7 p.m.
Child has some learning delays & a
Special Ed student would be great,
but not necessary. $12.00/hr.
Call Patti 201-248 0599 or
email paf0115@hotmail.com.
Montclair after-school “Driver” needed for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible
hours. Minimum weekly fee.
Call Bea 973-619-5650 or email
Binkowsk2@yahoo.com
P/T Dependable / Responsible
Babysitter wanted for friendly Maplewood family – 2 children 12 &16.
Tuesdays & Thursdays (Wed. possible) from 2:45 to 7:00 p.m. Driving
to activities (both kids) and supervising homework (for 12 year old). Must
have valid driver’s lic. & clean record.
Also have a sweet golden retriever, so
comfort with dogs is also a must.
Email Liz at lmplwd@gmail.com.
Please include references.

LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons
to The Montclarion at
msuproduction@gmail.com

After-School Driver/Minder for
cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours,
2-3 days per wk... flexible! Drive to
lessons & practice, oversee homework. M/F encouraged to call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or
email EJuviler@verizon.net.
After school Nanny wanted for 2
children 5 days a week in Montclair.
Clean driving record a must, as driving kids to activities is required. Also
homework help & light cooking /
cleaning. Call Wendy @ 201-206-2851.

Interested in advertising with
The Montclarion?

P/T Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy
& 3 year old girl in Montclair. Boy
has minor special needs, but both
are fun & sweet. Special Ed would be
preferred, but not necessary. 2 afternoons a week. Days Flexible! Call
Ann at (917) 363-7429 or email Ann.
Antoshak@gmail.com.

For Sale
FOR SALE: Vanity with Cushioned
Chair & Matching Mirror, asking for
$130.00. Call 201-401-2017.

For Rent
Private Room w/Bath for Female. Near
Campus off Valley Road in Clifton.
Available immediately. $550.00 per
month. Call Joan 973-279-7294.

Save $$$ - Female Students / Grads:
Summer / Fall Room Rentals May-August or 2014 school year. Furnished,
across from Campus! Internet included! Singles or Shared. Rooms
Available May. Call 973-778-1504.

Email
Montclarionadsales@gmail.com
For more information and details

themontclarion.org
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When: Wed. September 17
Where: Student Center
				 Annex 113
Noon-7P.M.
WE HAVE PIZZA!!!

Opinion
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Parking Pandemonium
Question of
the Week
What is one thing you
would change about
parking?

Nicole Howele
Graduate
Student
Industrial
Organizational
Psychology
“I have a parking pass to Red Hawk
Deck and sometimes the Deck is closed.
Therefore, it doesn’t matter that I have
a pass. Then I have to go park illegally
somewhere else, so I’m always terrified
of getting a ticket. That would be the one
thing I would change making sure the
Deck is always open.”
Caleb
Podgurski
Senior
Psychology
“I would increase
the
amount of parking spaces available so
you don’t have to get up at 7 a.m. in the
morning to get to school.”

Alexandra
Campcho
Sophomore
Biology
“I would reevaluate the idea
of more buildings and put more parking
spaces in because we have students that
come from far-away places, coming at five
in the morning to park. It’s not fair.”

Lispeth Mena
Junior
English
“More parking
spaces.”

Johnathan
Novon
Freshman
Business
“I would change
the amount of
parking spaces. It took me 20 minutes
just to get one parking spot today so I
was late to class.”
Shannen
Hanrahan
Senior
Nutrition/
Dietetics
“It should obviously be cheaper. It’s $300 for a parking pass. There should also be more free
parking in general because there’s not
any designated visitor lots currently.”
Madeline
Encarnacion
Freshman
Nutrition/
Dietetics
“I would change
the little, tiny strip that identifies the
type of parking it is so that I don’t drive
into a wall while trying to park.”

T

Christian Blaza | The Montclarion

he new school
year has brought both
new adventures and
challenges to life at
Montclair State University,
especially
since both the incoming freshman class and
the sophomore class of
2017 are significantly
larger than other entering classes in years
past. While this influx
of students provides
opportunities for student-led innovations
and campus developments, it also presents
the difficulty of adapting our campus life to
accommodate
more
students than ever before.
Residents and commuters alike have experienced issues with
long waits at campus
hot-spots like dining
locations and the bookstore, the speed and
reliability of MSU WiFi and, of course, the
ever-present vexation
that is transportation
and parking at Montclair.
If parking in past

years has been bad, then
in the 2014-2015 year, it’s
nothing short of horrendous. With the transition
of Red Hawk Deck from a
commuter-student-friendly
parking deck to one only
open for faculty and visitors
on Monday through Thursday, students and residents
find parking on campus an
even larger challenge than
in years past.
Commuter students are
piling into the few lots designated for them on main
campus or making the long
trek from the NJ Transit
Deck and Lot 60, both far
from the main campus and
the heart of academic and
social life. For residents, the
parking locations are also
slim-pickings, leaving most
who own a car on campus to
park in the lots behind residence halls on Clove Road.
Residents who live as far
away as Freeman and Russ
Halls must walk to Hawk
Crossings and the Village
just to leave campus. Not
only is parking limited, but
the price of parking passes
is slowly increasing, leading
students to pay even more
for less parking availability.
While we understand
that Parking Services is do-

ing its best to accommodate
the varied parties that need to
park on campus, we still wish
that the parking situation
would be better in the Fall
2014 semester and not worse
than ever before, according
to upperclassmen who have
been parking on campus for
years. We know that Parking
Services does try to organize
parking on campus reasonably, but we also believe that
as an institution of higher
education, the accessibility
of education should be one of
MSU’s main priorities.
If students are hindered
from attending class on time
because of parking situations
or if parking makes students
even more stressed than they
already are due to their academics, extracurricular activities, work and personal lives,
then considerations should be
made regarding alternative
parking situations.
What are the changes we
are hoping for? For starters,
reopening the Red Hawk Deck
as an option for commuter
and resident students would
definitely relieve some of the
parking burden. Additionally, opening some of faculty
and staff-only lots for commuters and making parking
an equal opportunity for all

those who drive to campus
would be ideal. If we do not
have enough land to build
more parking garages, then
these are some reforms to
parking that could be made
to improve the situation of
transportation at Montclair.
We don’t have qualms
about everything concerning
transit on campus. Beginning this semester, a shuttle will be available on the
weekend to bring resident
students to the Bay Street
station in downtown Montclair so that residential students can finally travel to
New York City on the weekend.
This is the kind of cooperation regarding transit
that we are looking for. Although the train does not
stop on campus on the weekends, at least now there is
an option to travel more
easily than before. If the
same kind of thought and
compromise can be applied
to the parking situation on
campus, then travelling at
MSU will hopefully become
a much more convenient and
stress-free action.

Thumbs Up
Net neutrality protests
Bay Street station shuttle
Marijuana decriminalization in Philadelphia

Thumbs Down
Ray Rice domestic abuse case
New York Giants
Pumpkin spice flavor returns too early
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A Rose is Not a Rose is Not a Rose
An artist’s advice for keeping the novel and the screenplay separate

W

e
live in
a world
where
original
i d e a s
aren’t
Claire Fishman c h e a p ,
photo editor so
it’s
likely
that the movie you’re going to
see this weekend is an adaptation of something – a play,
a graphic novel or most popularly, a book.
However, I guess we also
live in a world where everyone
is an expert on everything.
I cannot tell you how many
times I’ve heard someone say
something like, “Books already
have a plot and characters, so
movie adaptations should just
follow the guidelines.”
There’s a reason why we
call them adaptations; in this
contemporary age, the way
to tell a story differs between
mediums. Prose structure and
screenwriting structure are
what novels and movies, respectively, are built from and
are not interchangeable.

Disclaimer: I’m not a professional, but as both a novelist and a screenwriter, I’ve
studied both structures pretty
closely.
To clarify, when I talk
about “structure,” I’m referring to the certain plot points
that carry the story along. Familiar terms such as the “rising action,” “climax” and “falling action,” describe a type of
dramatic structure that most
novels follow, in which conflict
builds tension until the highest point and then releases until the end.
The “climax” in most novels
is often called the “midpoint”
in screenplays. A movie’s “climax” is an entirely different
point. The idea of conflict and
story is the same, but in film,
the structure is broken up into
smaller plot points that comprise three acts and the highest point of tension doesn’t
happen until the end of Act III.
That being said, plot points
that are present in a movie –
the first plot point that brings
Act I into Act II, for example
– might not even exist in the
book it’s adapted from.

However, what appears to
be the most common reason
for story discrepancies are the
probable excessive plot points
in a novel to be included on
screen. Films don’t have nearly
as much elapsed time as books
to include every scene and every subplot. This is why, if they
don’t have a very heavy bearing on overall story, certain
characters aren’t included.
I’m sure that’s why that
friend character (whom was
apparently so unimportant I
can’t even remember the name
of) was removed from the movie adaptation of John Green’s
The Fault In Our Stars. The
main plot was about Hazel’s
relationship with Augustus
and the subplot was about her
relationship with her parents.
With only two hours to tell
this story, this inconsequential friend character was likely
only a minor causality.
The biggest complaints I
hear about movie adaptations
are either the dialogue or the
details. Believe me, dialogue
is so tricky in films, you can’t
afford to have anyone ramble.
Characters need to get their

point across in the shortest
way possible. Scenes that often go on for pages of backand-forth banter between two
characters are clipped down to
a few important lines.
But this brings me to my
next point – film is all about
visuals. Heavy exchanges of
dialogue are also cut down
because we, the viewer, don’t
want to watch two people
talk for two hours – we want
to watch them do things as
they’re talking.
Sensory details are wonderful in prose because they
help the reader envision the
world, but in film, that’s usually what the art director’s job
is for. While a character commenting on the fragility of a
leaf as a symbol for his own
mental state is great in book
format, a guy thinking and
staring at a tree makes for a
pretty boring film.
That’s why words get
changed. That’s why scenes
get rewritten. That’s why locations get moved, and that’s
why characters get cut because
whereas it worked masterfully
in the world of a novel, it just

might not translate to the way
film works.
My argument obviously
doesn’t apply to every single
film adaptation of every single book. Some books actually
work well visually and sometimes you get better movies
than the book (I’m looking at
you, The Hunger Games) but
the contemporary movie adaptation can never be 100 percent faithful to its source. This
is either because the conventions of the book do not work
with the conventions of film
or it’s whatever is the cheapest way to get that story across
visually.
Next time you feel like
you’re smarter than the professional screenwriters in Hollywood because you know that
a novel structure obviously
can be translated perfectly to
film and you want to share
this genius notion with the
world, just do people like me a
favor – don’t.

Claire Fishman, a Film major, is in her
second year as the Photo Editor for The
Montclarion.

The Rise of the Internet Feminazi
Feminism takes a hypocritical turn when activists forget the goal of equality

W

e

are living
in
t h e
b o o m
of
the
technological
era, and
monika bujas
managing editor isn’t it
amazing to think that the limit of
infinite human knowledge is
in the palm of our hands. With
apps and social media, we can
talk to people from across the
world. Some of the funniest
things you’ll ever read can be
found on the internet, but of
course the internet isn’t perfect.
The internet is tarnished
by opinions and although having an opinion is probably a
sign of human evolution, it

isn’t always welcomed. I have
no problem with people stating their opinions or having
opinions that oppose my own.
What I could scrutinize is the
hypocrisy of someone’s opinion. Honest mistakes and misinformation can unravel an
opinion and ultimately change
the way a person thinks, but
changing a perspective after
receiving new information
isn’t hypocrisy.
What is hypocritical in my
opinion is the fact that one can
firmly believe in something yet
can completely contradict that
belief when presented with
a particular circumstance.
Which leads so my discussion
of the “feminazi”. I completely
despise the word, but I understand why the internet created
a word for radical feminists.
The use of the word feminazi
has become popular among

Tumblr users and is used to
describe a feminist extremist that will attack and hate
men. Unfortunately, the lines
tend to blur between what is
feminism and what is extremism in terms of point of view
on men in society.
Speaking as a woman, if it
weren’t for feminism, I would
not be here right now; I would
not be given the opportunities
I have in this world. As long
as there are men that would
preach inequality for women,
there should be feminism.
There are still men’s right activists arguing out there that
they are superior to women,
but I would hope most people
in the mainstream society
aren’t that dense.
Nowadays, the basis of
feminism is the concept for
“equality for all genders,”
meaning that anyone and ev-

eryone should be treated as
equals. Everyone should have
the option to pursue whatever
career or opportunity they
want in life.
So basically take those concepts and just throw them out
the window and you have a
feminazi. I believe where most
people would vouch for equality, whether they consider
themselves a feminist or not,
a feminazi will attack anyone
who is a white, heterosexual
male, basically denoting and
referring them to “white cis
scum.”
That is not equality for all
and that’s what I can’t stand
about the hypocrisy of a “feminazi” point of view. There are
guys who also preach they
believe in equality, but will
emasculate their male friend
if they know his wife makes
more money than he does. It’s

not right, but the feminazis of
the world need to stop persecuting all men. They need to
stop trying to define the rules
of feminism like “wearing a
bra and shaving your armpits is oppressing women.” We
aren’t going to burn our bras
and stop shaving anytime soon
if we don’t feel comfortable
with it. Sometimes society is a
lot like a big freaking feminazi
attacking people for being different, but that doesn’t mean
that someone who is supposed
to fight for acceptance should
be bringing down others. As
part of a “supposedly” accepting community, I shouldn’t
have to feel persecuted for being different, and that’s what
I can’t stand about the hypocritical “feminist.”

Monika Bujas, a Communications
major, is in her first year as the
Managing Editor for The Montclarion.

“Sort-of-Pretty Girls” is Sort-of Biased
A popular post about aesthetics unleashes stereotypes on the female world

A

new
musing
from the
editorial
website
Thought
Catakristen bryfogle l o g u e
opinion editor has been
making
its rounds through social media. Upon reading “What It’s
Like to Be the Sort-of-Pretty
Girl,” I found that it was largely an anthem for non-conventional beauties and women
who are average to above-average in physical appearance
to celebrate their position outside the popular media canon
of beauty. Yet, I was surprised
to see that this anthem was
not quite promoting the merits
of universal inner beauty and
body acceptance.
The article begins innocently defining what being
“sort-of-pretty” really means
and how most women who fall
into this category are beautiful
in their own way but different

from the mainstream media
representation of a beautiful
woman. In the next paragraph,
however, author Ofelia Green
starts treading into dangerous
territory as she lists some of
the unexpected advantages to
being sort-of-pretty.
“You [as a sort-of-pretty
woman] became independent
because you never relied on
your looks to get you through
hardships,” Green writes. “Being sort of pretty also meant
that people actually listened
when you spoke. Maybe it was
because your breasts weren’t
as distracting or, more likely,
because the words coming out
of your mouth were worth listening to.”
Green continues to describe dating life for “sort-of
pretty” girls, asserting, “While
gorgeous girls were flooded
with constant attention, you
noticed how being a sort-ofpretty girl meant you got the
right amount of attention from
men (or women) who genuinely wanted to get to know you.
If you went on a date, it was

because there was chemistry,
not just a superficial attraction.”
While I understand that
this article expresses Green’s
opinion and that she selfidentifies in her biographical
snippet as “brutally honest,” I
find many of these statements
problematic.
Although the author never expresses an outright vitriol of traditionally beautiful
women, encoded in this article
are deep resentments against
women who fit the media’s
version of beauty. The author
accuses standardly beautiful
women of being shallow and
non-genuine in their self-expression and interpersonal relations. Green also fails to recognize the suffering of women
whom society deems beautiful
simply because they can use
their beauty to bounce back
from each and every hardship
they encounter.
These assertions are vastly
exaggerated, over-generalized
and simply untrue. The worst
part is that this article is be-

ing championed all over the
Internet as a consolation for
women who do not fit conventional standards of beauty.
Green’s article addresses
a cold hard fact of existence:
without surgical reconstruction, we are all stuck with our
physical appearances whether
you believe they are crafted
by a higher power or written
in our DNA. You can dye your
hair, wear makeup, gain and
lose weight, but you will probably always look like a version
of yourself. This is something
as unchangeable for “sort-ofpretty” girls as it is for supermodels and actresses. Accusing
a woman of being air-headed
and superficial because of a
relatively unchangeable aspect of herself is just as bad
as putting a woman down because her physical appearance
is less than ideal in the eyes of
convention.
Having meaningful relationships, along with being
confident, resilient, humorous
and articulate are not characteristics that can be linked to

Concerning Editorials and Columns

physical appearance. Doing
such is stereotyping. The message should not be that “sortof-pretty” girls are better or
worse than those with Barbiedoll aesthetics on billboards
and in magazines. Instead,
women should promote the
concept of appreciating many
types of inner-beauty and
outer-beauty. Women should
be criticizing the media, which
attempt to control what worth
we assign to ourselves based
on our physical appearance.
Green compares sort-ofpretty girls to sunflowers—
stronger and bolder than the
dainty roses that offer the
standard ideal of timeless floral beauty; yet, there are many
types of flowers, and like everyone in this world, each is
worthy of appreciation for its
unique beauty, making a varied and colorful garden where
all can grow and flourish.

Kristen Bryfogle, an English/Classics
major, is in her first year as the Opinion
Editor for The Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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“EAST OF EDEN”
ZELLA DAY

Help
WriteRapid
Fire Reviews!
40-50 Words
m sHELP!!
uarts@
W gmail.com
riteRapid
Fire Reviews!
40-50 Words
msuarts@
gmail.com

“STOLEN DANCE”
MILKY CHANCE

“SUMMER”
CALVIN HARRIS

!

!

This young singer has gotten popular through her cover of the White Stripes song
“Seven Nation Army.” According to theguardian.com,
Zella Day is a “happier Lana
Del Rey.” Fans of Lana should
definitely check out Zella Day
for a slightly more upbeat entry in the alternative genre.

Formed in 2012, Milky Chance is
a duo of two German men whom
became a sensation with this song via
YouTube. This upbeat song is fun and
rejuvenating; it’d be great to blast
during your morning routine getting
ready for your 8 a.m. math class.

This song was all over the radio
this summer to the point where
some might even call it a “summer anthem.” A lot of girls love
it because it had that love-songby-a-guy quality to it. Calvin
Harris is a very popular DJ,
but it’s quite rare that is it his
voice singing behind his beats.

“FOREVER”
HAIM

“TEENAGE CRIME”
ADRIAN LUX

“Chvrches Gun”
KDA remix

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer
!

!!

DJ Adrian Lux released this
song, but the artist is a Swedish-born singer named Elodie. Summer memories will
definitely come back to you
when you hear this tune; it’s
all about making the most of
your youth and living your
life to the fullest.

!!

Started in 2005, Haim is a rock band comprised of three sisters with the last name “Haim.”
This song of theirs has an 80s vibe to it. If
you’re a fan of Madonna, you’ll be sure to love it.

Chvrches’ songs are usually
upbeat alone, but this remix takes it up a notch. KDA
music is a playlist found on
Soundcloud and YouTube.
This music is a great addition to your workout playlist.

Claire Fishman
Photo Editor

Major to Minor: “Girls Just Want To Have Fun” by Chase Holfelder
Music theory is fascinating in the sense that a simple key change can alter the entire meaning of a
song, as demonstrated in Chase Holfelder’s video series “Major to Minor.” In this series, Holfelder
transposes a popular song from a major key to a minor key with the most recent addition being
a haunting rendition of Cyndi Lauper’s “Girls Just Want To Have Fun.” By dropping the song to
minor key, a tone which is commonly associated to melancholy moods, suddenly this upbeat girl’s
anthem sounds ironic and disturbing. Fans of dark re-imaginings of cheerful songs should definitely give the Major to Minor series a watch.

Teens react to Nintendo (NES) by TheFineBros
If the pressure of growing up is stressful enough, TheFineBros’s recent video of teenagers
reacting to the revolutionary Nintendo Entertainment System is not for the faint of heart. In
this video, a group of teenagers raging from 16 to 19 react to not only the console itself, but
also many popular games that came out on the NES, like Super Mario Bros., The Legend of
Zelda and Metroid. The worst part is when a majority of these kids have no idea what the interviewer is talking about. Guest star Maisie Williams, who stars as Arya Stark on the HBO
show Game of Thrones, is also flustered. But let’s give her the benefit of the doubt - maybe the
NES hasn’t been released in Westeros yet.

Steam Roulette! by Inside Gaming
There are many excellent video games out in the world. Of course, there are also the not-sogreat ones. Inside Gaming’s video series Steam Roulette brings many of these unsung heroes
to light by spinning a wheel and downloading and playing the result, no matter how terrible
it is. In the most recent video, the Inside Gaming guys hit the jackpot with several games,
including Scania Truck Driving Simulator and Defence Alliance 2, which both sound like winners right off the bat. These games certainly provide for a source of entertainment but probably not in the way the developers were expecting.
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How does scarcity
define the course of our
lives and make us into the
person we ultimately become? That is the question
Sendhil Mullainathan and
Eldar Sharif try to clear up
in their 2013 book, Scarcity: Why Having Too Little
Means So Much. I will say
that the results found in
this book reward Mullainathan and Sharif’s ambitious
approach to forming a valid
opinion on how scarcity affects us all. Yet, after the
first several chapters, the
book starts to contradict itself through its scarcity of
variety and freshness.
You know when
someone tells you a really
good joke or when you hear
the joke for the first time?
You say to yourself, “Wow!
That was a well thoughtout, clever and funny joke!”
Then, the person decides to
tell you the same joke again,
only this time he changes
the names of the characters that are involved in the
joke.
At this point, you
say to yourself: “Yeah,
that’s still a funny joke, but
I heard that one already.
You got anything new for
me?” Unfortunately, the
person has nothing to offer you after that but slight
variations of the same joke.
They run it into the ground
to the point where you become tired of the joke.
That’s what Scarcity
felt like for me. It’s a wellthought idea that’s fascinatAaron Hobson
Contributing Writer

Nicholas Da Silva
Contributing Writer

Photo courtesy of philantropy.com

ing at first, but loses steam
by simply doing variations
of the same concept over
and over again. I feel like
this book could’ve been significantly improved if it had
been condensed into a series of vignettes using only
five of the most vital studies
the writers used to formulate their thesis. Through
that, you would have a nice,
simple book a little over
100 pages that keeps things
short and to the point. I
don’t want to get repetitive
myself, so I’ll venture onto
what things I really appreciated about this book.
I feel that the one
thing this book absolutely

nails is the psychology of
scarcity and how it impacts
a person’s way of thinking.
As the book demonstrates,
when having to do things
on a time limit, the scarcity
of time seeps further and
further from the back of our
minds and slides comfortably into the forefront.
Whenever the deadline to get my daily duties
done draws closer, I find
that my mind becomes
more and more focused
on getting that particular
duty or assignment done.
However, the book doesn’t
condemn scarcity as this
negative mindset that we
should ignore. Instead, the

book intelligently defines
scarcity as both a daunting
mentality and an efficacious
motivator to get the task at
hand done.
Another admirable
aspect of the book is the obvious amount of time and
effort these guys went into
writing it. The fact that
there are 40 pages worth
of resource citation at the
book’s end really demonstrates that Mullainathan
and Sharif performed an
abundance of research to
support the thesis of their
book.
In spite of the fact
that the book is at times
flabby and monotonous, I

can at least admit that every single example Mullainathan and Sharif use holds
weight as a viable supporting detail to his or her viewpoint on the concept of scarcity.
In particular, I absolutely love how they use
the modernization of the
Benihana restaurant chain
enterprise as an example of
resolving scarcity. For many
readers, it will be eye opening on the way restaurants
run their businesses. No
matter how you feel about
this book, you can at least
give it credit for presenting
an argument in painstaking and intelligent fashion.
If you were to put the
pros and cons on two ends of
a balance scale, I honestly
believe that it would end up
being just about even. An
interesting idea presented
in bloated and overlong
fashion is definitely better
than a lazily written book
where no effort is put into it
at all.
If I were to give this
book a “final verdict,” I’d
lean towards giving it a read
or at least a read of the first
few chapters of the book.
It all depends on whether
you’re scarce of patience for
insightful repetition or not.

Remembering Robin Williams

On Aug. 11, 2014, we lost one of the most amazing and entertaining actors of the last 30 years, Academy Award winning actor/comedian Robin Williams. In his honor, I picked out the four best films of his career, as his films have entertained us, made us cry, made
us laugh, and made us dream big. Here’s to you, Robin; there will never be another actor like you aroud. You will be missed.
1. Good Will Hunting (1997) This the film that Robin Williams won an Academy Award for, as he plays Sean Maguire, a college professor/psychiatrist who talks with and mentors a boy genius from a rough neighborhood. Williams gives us his most heartfelt performance
in this film, as his influence is impactful on us as well as the characters in the film.
2. Dead Poets Society (1989) Williams plays John Keating, a teacher at a prep school in the 60s, who teaches a group a students the love
of poetry. The film goes to another level when Williams is on screen and is one of his most inspiring performances of his career.
3. Mrs. Doubtfire (1993) This film brings out the creative comedic roots in Williams, who was primarily a comedian. Williams was hilarious and brings energy playing an actor who disguises himself as a female housekeeper to see his children.
4. Aladdin (1992) Undoubtably one of his best animated films, Williams’ voice work of Genie bought a whole different
dimension to a Disney classic.

There are so many films that Williams made over the
years, but unfortunately I couldn’t include them all. Here
some other noteworthy Williams films that we either grew
up with or loved to watch:
Good Morning, Vietnam (1987)
Jumanji (1995)
Too many memories from my childhood were created from
90s Williams films and Jumanji is the one that sticks out.
Williams made this film more funny and exciting, and if
you haven’t seen Jumanji in the past 19 years that it’s
been released, you had a sad and unfortunat childhood.
Awakenings (1990)
Happy Feet (2006)
Hook (1991)
FernGully: The Last Rainforest (1992)
The Fisher King (1991)
The Fish King is an odd Terry Gilliam mix of comedy,
drama, weirdness and eccentric characters. Williams’
portrayal of a homeless man named Parry epitomizes all
of those elements in this film, as he scored an Academy
Award nod for his role.
The Birdcage (1996) Patch Adams (1998) Death to
Smoochy (2002) Popeye (1980) Flubber (1997)
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A Significant Loss for Womens Soccer
Red Hawks take positives from first loss of the season
Jenna Bussiere
Assistant Sports Editor

Last season, the Montclair State womens soccer team
finished with a perfect regular
season and an overall record of
20-1. But when they took the
field for the first time as a new
squad in 2014, they would be
stunned by a 0-1 start.
Ranked eighth in the
nation, the Red Hawks traveled to Maryland on Aug. 28
to face sixth-seeded John Hopkins for their season opener.
Hopkins, a team equipped
with three All-American playears, aprevailed with a 2-1
victory over Montclair.
However, the game
provided
a
much-needed
learning experience for the

Red Hawks and ultimately
proved the team’s talent and
perseverance.
“Hopkins was excellent, so it was good for us,” said
head coach Patrick Naughter.
Naughter explained that he
purposely scheduled Hopkins
to find out how strong his
2014 squad would be right off
the bat.
“We want to measure
ourselves with the best teams
in America,” he said. “We
picked that fight; it wasn’t by
mistake.”
A loss is something an
undefeated team is not used
to and it may not always be
taken lightly. This could be
especially true when Martina
Landeka, a junior forward
for Montclair State, scored a
Martina “Tina” Landeka has two goals this season.

Coach Patrick Naughter directs his team.

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

game-tying goal with six minutes remaining, only for it to
be taken back due to a foul.
“I was obviously upset like any athlete would
be,” Landeka said, “but it also
pumped me up because, after
that, I scored a goal in the
next two games.”
Landeka
described
the loss as a “reality check”
for a team coming off an undefeated season. “We needed
something to remind us that
not every season needs to be
perfect,” she said.
The girls were able
to process the unlucky loss
in record speed, as they had
their second game directly the

next morning. They responded
with a 2-0 shutout against St.
Mary’s, capturing their first
win of the season.
“That’s something I
was really proud of with the
kids,” said Naughter. “That’s
as tough a loss as you can have
and they turned around 24
hours later and put together a
great performance and really
stepped it up.”
Naugther also explained
that a reoccurring theme for
this year’s team is “We don’t
lose two in a row” and he’s confident that it will not happen
with this group.
The team travels to
Hoboken to play Stevens Insti-

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

tute of Technology on Friday,
Sept. 12. This will be the first
time the Red Hawks will see
Stevens since beating them
in overtime in 2011, when
the squad’s seniors were
freshmen. The team is excited and extremely confident
to be successful.
“I’m really proud of
my teammates,” Landeka
explained. “We have a really
good group of girls this season and I’m pumped for this
year.”
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Montclair Falls Short in Football Opener
Delaware Valley clips football team with late surge
Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

Montclair
State
opened up the season at
Sprague Field to take on the
Delaware Valley Aggies on
Saturday, Sept. 6. Despite a
third quarter resurgence, the
Red Hawks ultimately came
up short to start their season
with a loss. Montclair State’s
all-time season-opening record has now decreased to 4534-5.
The Aggies came into
this season with a new head
coach with plenty of experience within Delaware Valley’s
coaching staff. Duke Greco
had spent several years as
both an assistant coach and,

went for 15 yards.
The Red Hawks drove
down the field and faced a 4thand-1 situation just outside of
good field goal position, but
could not convert, giving the
momentum right back to Delaware Valley. The Aggies would
eventually tally two more field
goals before halftime, with
Delaware Valley holding a
13-0 lead.
The third quarter saw
more offensive output from
the Red Hawks. Running back
Denzel Nieves put together
two technically sound touchdown runs to tie the game at
13 since MSU failed to convert
the first extra point.
Delaware Valley would
snatch the momentum right

caught five passes for 83 yards
and a spectacular touchdown.
On defense, linebackers Michael Klimek and Michael Tenpenny recorded eight
tackles apiece. Preseason AllAmerican defensive back C.J.
Conway registered seven tackles and a pass breakup for the
game.
Denzel Nieves battled
cramps for much of the game
and had very inconsistent time
on the field. Despite this, he
was able to rush for 162 yards
and two touchdowns. Though
recording only 105 yards in the
first half, Montclair State finished the game with 361 total
yards. The defense faltered as
they allowed 487 total yards.
Montclair State will

MSU 2014 Football Schedule
Wk. 1 - Loss vs. DVC - 30-20

Montclair, N.J.

Wk. 2 - @ Salve Regina

Newport, R.I.

Wk. 3 - vs. Lincoln (PA)

Montclair, N.J.

Wk. 4 - @ William Paterson

Wayne, N.J.

Wk. 5 - @ Southern Virginia

Buena Vista, V.A.

Wk. 6 - vs. College of N.J.

Montclair, N.J.

Wk. 7 - vs. Rowan University

Montclair, N.J.

Wk. 8 - @ SUNY Cortland

Cortland, N.Y.

Wk. 9 - vs. Morrisville St.

Montclair, N.J.

Wk. 10 - @ Kean University

Union, N.J.

NJAC Standings

Quarterback Ryan Davies prepares to start the next play.

more recently, offensive coordinator. The Aggies were
first on the board with a 68yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Aaron Wilmer to
tight end Stephen Greco. That
touchdown pass would be the
only scoring of the quarter as
both defenses shut each other
down.
In the second, the Aggies attempted a 45-yard field
goal, but MSU’s defensive lineman Kevin Bless made a great
effort to block the field goal
and shift the momentum back
to the Red Hawks.
Running back Tariq
Turner continued to carry the
momentum as he literally carried almost every defender as
Montclair State pushed the
pile on a run that somehow

back with a 70-yard drive that
was finished off with a 5-yard
touchdown run the fourth
quarter.
Nine seconds into the
fourth, the Red Hawks tied
the game with a magnificent
touchdown reception from
wide receiver Malcolm Robinson. Robinson had airtight
coverage and reached over his
shoulder along the left sideline
and caught the pass just behind him on the 42-yard play
that tied the game at 20. However, Delaware Valley would
seal the game with a 37-yard
field goal and a 52-yard touchdown pass, bringing the score
to a final of 30-20.
Montclair State quarterback Ryan Davies went 14of-27 with 167 yards. Robinson

1. Morrisville State

1-0 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

2. William Paterson

1-0 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

3. SUNY Cortland

0-1 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

4. Kean University

0-1 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

5. Montclair State

0-1 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

6. Rowan University

0-1 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

7. Southern Virginia

0-1 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

8. The College of New Jersey

0-1 Overall, 0-0 NJAC

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

be back in action next week in
Newport, R.I. to take on Salve
Regina University at 12 p.m.
Salve Regina is coming off of a
win in their first game against
Bridgewater State. The 33-27
final was played in Bridgewater, Mass.
The NJAC as a whole
did not have a good week as
only two teams came out with
wins. William Paterson defeated Maritime College 36-20
in Throggs Neck, N.Y. while
Morrisville State crushed Alfred State with a 69-17 win in
Morrisville, N.Y.

Interested in joining
our staff?
Come to the
Montclarion Open
House!
Wednesday, Sept. 17
Noon to 7 p.m.
Student Center Annex
Room 113

Denzel Nieves rushes down the field.

Field Hockey

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Continued from page 20

going into the half. 		
Montclair State started off
the second period with a bang
when junior forward/captain
Maura Johnston’s crossing
pass found freshman forward
Kaitlyn Struss, who notched
the Red Hawks second goal of
the contest. Less than a minute later, Joelle Butrico recorded another goal for MSU
to give them a 3-0 lead.
Roughly six minutes
later, Struss struck again like
lightning in a bottle to make
the score 4-0. About one minute later, sophomore forward
Gianna Moglino deposited a
goal for Montclair State in the
left corner of the net. It doesn’t
end there. At 50:57 in the
match, sophomore forward/
midfielder Jacinta Santos
crossed the ball to senior defender/captain Abby Erier who
then netted another score for
the Red Hawks. Sophomore
forward/midfielder
Arielle
Galgano capped off the scoring
for MSU with a goal off a rebound to give Montclair State
a 7-1 victory.

On Wednesday, Sept.
10, at 7 p.m. the Red Hawks
start off their week against
the New Paltz Hawks at home
on Sprague Field. (The results
were not available at press
time). On Saturday, Sept. 13,
MSU hosts the Misericordia
University Cougars at 1 p.m.
at Sprague Field.
While some teams
change their expectations depending on the make of the
squad each year, coach Gottung
and her staff do not let personnel changes deter them from
pursuing the same goals they
set forth every season. 		
“It is a team goal to win the
New Jersey Athletic Conference Championship and make
a deep run in the NCAA tournament again this year,” she
said. Montclair State grabbed
the title of NJAC Conference
Champions least season, beating The College of New Jersey
1-0.
Montclair State is currently tied for second place in
NJAC standings with an overall record of 3-1.
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Who’s Hot This Week
Current Stats
Longest Rush- 45
Touchdowns - 2
Yards - 162

Denzel Nieves
Running back - Football
Nieves rushed for 162 yards and
collected two touchdowns in football’s
home opener this past Saturday.
Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Who’s Hot This Week
Current Stats

Frankie Gibson
Forward - Soccer
Gibson scored a hat trick in a win
against Centenary College. This makes
her ranked #5 on the All-Time scoring
list for Womens Soccer at MSU.

4 Games Played
Goals - 3
Shots - 14

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Game of the Week
Mens Soccer
vs. Wheaton College (Ill.)
Sept. 13, 7 p.m.
MSU Soccer Park
The Red Hawks look to rebound
from their first loss against SUNY
Cortland.
For updates, check out:
www.montclairathletics.com.

Red Hawk Round Up
Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

Field
Hockey

Football
The Red Hawks
lost the opening game of
the season to Delaware
Valley College at home.
Running back Denzel
Nieves had an impressive performance with
two touchdowns and 167
yards. They will travel to
Rhode Island to take on
Salve Regina on Saturday.

Volleyball
The Lady Red
Hawks defeated Baruch
College on Tuesday, Sept.
9. Middle blocker Madison Maute had eight
kills and five blocks in
the contest. They improve their record to 5-2
and will play in the Panther Invitational in Purchase, N.Y. this weekend.

Field
Hockey
crushed Drew University
in a decisive 7-1 win in
Madison, N.J. Freshman
forward Kaitlyn Struss
collected two of the goals
in the match. They play
Misericordia University
at 7 p.m. on Saturday.

Mens
Soccer
The Red Hawks
lost their first game to
SUNY Cortland this past
Wednesday. They will
look to rebound against
Wheaton College and
the City College of New
York in the coming week.

Womens Womens
Soccer Lacrosse
The Lady Red
Hawks took care of Centenary College and improved to 3-1. They
will return to Stevens
Institute of Technology for the first time in
three years on Friday,
Sept. 12 and play FDUFlorham on Sept. 17.

MSU
SPORTS
MontclarionSports@gmail.com

When Sports and News Collide

Sports and news come together in a big way after terrorist attacks
Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

With today being the
13th anniversary since the
tragic events of Sept. 11,
2001, I’ve determined it is a
perfect time to cover an interesting topic: when sports
and the news collide.
Personally,
even
though I was almost six
years old, I still remember
where I was when I first
heard about the attacks. In
fact, I had just started first
grade. I had a completely
different perspective on everything that was going on
around me.
While I never saw
the Sept. 21, 2001 game between the New York Mets
and Atlanta Braves live, the
first sporting event in New
York after 9/11, I have seen
it on Mets Classics. 		
At this point in time,
the Mets and Braves were
bitterer rivals than today.
Both teams were butting
heads in the playoffs in the
previous two seasons, with
both teams losing to the New
York Yankees in the midst of
their 1998-2000 three-peat
of the World Series.
If you’ve never seen
that game, watch it. The
pregame ceremonies were
chilling. Everyone is wearing hats of New York’s first
responders. After the teams
lined up on the baselines,
after the National Anthem

(which you may never hear
sung louder), the Mets and
Braves shook hands and
hugged.
Think about that. We
are talking about a rivalry
that was formerly the size of
the Devils and Rangers, Yankees and Red Sox and Ohio
State and Michigan putting
their differences aside and
embracing each other for a
much larger cause. That moment is still chilling to this
day.
Now this one I remember much more vividly:
May 2, 2011, the death of
Osama bin Laden.
As fate would have
it, the Mets were playing
on Sunday Night Baseball
against their more storied
rivals, the Philadelphia
Phillies. I was watching the
game and my sister comes
in and says to me, “Change
the channel.”
I wanted to watch the
game, so I snapped back,
“Why?”
She told me that people
were saying that Osama bin
Laden was dead. I figured
it was probably some Facebook rumor that started and
wasn’t true. Sure enough,
I put on CBS and saw the
news.
There it was. I couldn’t
believe it when I first saw
it. After a few minutes, I
changed to ESPN. I wanted
to see if news trickled there
yet.
I will never forget

Photo courtesy of Wikipedia.org

what I saw. First, ESPN’s
Bottomline flashed to breaking news. Dan Shulman, the
play-by-play announcer for
the game, then said, “If you
haven’t heard the recent
news, reports have surfaced
that Osama bin Laden has
been shot to death.”
Then you heard slow,
growing cheers. The cameras caught people showing
the news article on their
phones. Then the U-S-A
chants started before they
grew and grew and grew. The
poor players had no idea until they went back into the
dugout. Nothing else mattered at that moment.
More recently, we
had the truly tragic events
of the Boston Marathon
bombings. I remember I was
on the bus to go to a trackand-field meet when I got

the bizarre ESPN ScoreCenter alert. “There have
been confirmed explosions
at the finish line of the Boston Marathon.” I turned to
my friends and said, “What
do they mean, explosions?”
We all know what happened
at that point, so there is no
point in going into details.
All major Boston
sports events were cancelled. Then, they got him. I
remember when they pinned
him down.
While, personally, I
do not enjoy watching the
ESPYs, I always check in to
see the Images of the Year
dating back to last ESPYs.
It’s chilling just going back to those days and
the panic that Boston must
have felt at that time, seeing David Ortiz talk about
how their home jerseys said

“Boston” instead of “Red
Sox.” When he said, “This is
our city,” it was and still is
truly chilling.
Boston turned around just
as well as New York did. It
doesn’t necessarily matter
how big of a scale it is: if it’s
a tragedy, it’s a tragedy.
Every 9/11 is a very emotional time for me, for everyone who lives in the tristate area and for the entire
nation.
It hits especially close
to home since I live so close
to the city. I know so many
people who work in the city
and I can’t imagine how being there on that day was
like.
There have been many
moments like 9/11 in the
past and it is always a time
for sports to take a backseat to the real issues of the
world.
Our thoughts are with
anyone and everyone affected by these horrific events.
Hopefully, an attack on
the same type of scale will
never happen again.The
sports world collided with
breaking news on horrible
days like this one and it is
one that the world, not just
the country, will ever forget.
Today is a day of rememberence and mourning. Have a
safe Patriot’s Day.

Red Hawks Rebound From First Loss

Field Hockey nets seven goals against Drew to improve to 3-1
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

Montclair
State’s
field hockey team suffered
their first loss of the season
this past week. Their overall record is now 3-1. This is
the second time during the
last three years that the Red
Hawks have started a campaign with three wins and
one loss.
Montclair State began their week on Wednesday, Sept. 3, on the road at
Muhlenberg College. The
Muhlenberg Mules struck
first with a goal roughly seven minutes into the game.
The Red Hawks stormed
back, thanks to a score from
senior captain/defender Joelle Butrico. She netted a

penalty stroke to tie the game
at one-all. Less than five minutes later, the Mules recorded
another goal to retake the lead.
At halftime, the score was 2-1
in favor of Muhlenberg.
The second half featured barely any scoring at all.
The Mules got a late insurance
score and won the match 3-1.
Red Hawks junior goalkeeper
Rebecca Brattole had six saves
in the contest. This is the second time during the past three
seasons that Montclair State’s
first loss has come courtesy
of Muhlenberg College. The
Mules beat MSU in the 2012
season by a final score of 2-1.
Head coach Beth Gottung always prepares a grueling schedule for her squad.
This ensures that the team
plays plenty of tough games

during the regular season to
prepare for postseason play.
“The New Jersey Athletic Conference continues to be one
of the tougher conferences in
Division III, so we’ll have to
contend with College of New
Jersey, Rowan, Stockton. Last
year our conference standings
weren’t determined until the
final game of the season,” said
Gottung. “I’m expecting it to
be equally competitive.”
On Sept. 6, the Red
Hawks traveled to Madison to
take on the Drew University
Rangers. Sophomore forward
Danielle Butrico was the first
Red Hawk to find the net at
the 12:47 mark to put MSU up
1-0. It would remain that way

Field Hockey cont. on page 17.
Maura “Mo” Johnston playing the ball.
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